
THREE FACES OF CONSUMERISM 
 

Christian sociologists and thoughtful ministry leaders have observed for decades that 
evangelicals are often obsessive about consumerism. One wrote: “The major threat to the 
viability of our faith is that of consumerism. This is a far more heinous and insidious challenge to 
the gospel, because in so many ways it affects each and every one of us.” 
 
I concur. We have not discerned the idolatry of systemic Mammon (money) worship in our 
cultures (Matt 6:24). We have not confronted the discontent, greed, entitlement, sensuality and 
sexuality infecting the church. We have not discerned the compatibility of mass consumerism 
and postmodernity. We have not recognized the imperialistic aspirations of consumerism as an 
alternative gospel and skewed cultural mandate (Gen 1:26-28) – an apostate utopia on earth.  
 
To stimulate reflection on this theme, I present three paradigms by which to view the corrupting 
influences of consumerism in the church and culture.  
 
The first is Coercion, based upon the research of Douglas Rushkof. He produced a book called: 
Coercion: Why Do We Listen to What They Say? Rushkof describes an intricate web of media 
and marketing designed to promote shopping as a way of life and a matrix of meaning. He 
wrote: 
 
 The purpose of life is to buy and sell things, or even ideas. But like any compulsive 
 behavior, our buying and selling merely spurs the need to buy and sell more. There’s 
 always a better house, computer, or school district. If only we could make enough 
 money to make it to the next level...We are what we buy, and we can always buy better. 
 And the more we buy, the more we find the development of coercive techniques that 
 compel us to buy still more. Likewise, there’s always a more lucrative job, a bigger office, 
 a higher title, or a position of greater authority, if we can only make enough sales, please 
 enough clients, or win enough converts to advance.  
 
The second image is Affluenza, a term created by the combination of affluence and influenza. 
Affluenza is defined as compulsive discontent, an “unfulfilled feeling that results from efforts to 
keep up with” everyone else. Affluenza stems from the systemic envy of others. It results from 
an “epidemic of stress, overwork, waste and indebtedness” and the enslavement to an 
“unsustainable addiction to economic growth.” Affluenza is a “painful, contagious, socially 

transmitted condition of overload, debt, anxiety, and waste resulting from the dogged pursuit of 
more.” 
 
The third paradigm is McWorld, a combination of the terms, McDonalds and (Disney) World. 

The expression was created by Benjamin Barber in his book, Jihad vs. McWorld: How 
Globalism and Tribalism are Reshaping the World. He describes McWorld as an “an empire of 
tastes, images, brands, and lifestyle modeled on the fast-food ethos of McDonalds and the 
vicariousness [fantasy] of Disney World.” Barber would likely agree that McWorld is a worldview 

that affirms the slogan: “I shop, therefore I am.” For Barber, consumerism is a “shopping fantasy 
or virtual reality come true, 24/7.” He defined McWorld in this way: 
 
     McWorld is an entertainment shopping experience that brings together malls, multiplex   
 movie theaters, theme parks, spectator sports arenas, fast-food chains (with their    
 endless movie tie-ins) and television (shopping networks) into a vast single enterprise  
 that on the way to maximize profits, transforms  human beings…McWorld itself is a   
 theme park, a park called Marketland where everything is for sale…where everyone is   



 equal as long as they can afford the price of admission and are content to watch and   
 consume. 
 
Finally, here are a few questions for us to ponder: 
 
 How infected is the evangelical church in Argentina with Affluenza?  
 
 How much does materialism and envy motivate our buying habits, economic aspirations, 
 and even political affiliation? 
 
 Why are Disney World and other North American theme parks a favorite vacation 
 destination of many Argentines – evangelical and secular? 
 
 Do we sometimes prefer McWorld, a man-made fantasy, rather than the real world that 
 God made (though now fallen into sin)? 
 
 Why do we often buy the latest technology and upgrades? 
 
 Why are some Christian wedding receptions and birthday parties staged like Hollywood 
 spectacles or pageants? 
 
 Do you agree with the statement: “the major threat to the viability of our faith is that of 
 consumerism”? Why or why not? 


